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Executi v e S u mma ry Forrester continues to see ever-increasing levels of interest in and adoption of business intelligence (BI) platforms, applications, and processes. But while BI maturity in enterprises continues to grow, and BI tools have become more function-rich and robust, the promise of efficient and effective BI solutions remains challenging at best and elusive at worst. Why? Two main reasons: First, BI is all about best practices and lessons learned, which only come with years of experience; second, earlier-generation BI approaches cannot easily keep up with ever-changing business and regulatory requirements. In this research document, Forrester reviews the top best practices for BI and predicts what the next-generation BI technologies will be. We summarize all of this in a single über-trend and best practice: agility. BP pros should adopt Agile BI processes, technologies, and architectures to improve their chances of delivering successful BI initiatives.
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lACK oF agility aND fLEXIBILITY cAN lEAD tO uNSUCCESSFUL bi iNITIATIVES Business intelligence (BI) software has emerged as a hot topic in the past few years; in 2011, most companies will again focus their software investment plans on BI. More than 49% of the companies that responded to our most recent Forrsights Software Survey have concrete plans to implement or expand their use of BI software within the next 24 months.1 But being interested in BI software and spending money to adopt BI tools and processes do not necessarily translate into successful implementations: Forrester’s most recent BI maturity survey indicated that enterprise BI maturity levels are still below average (2.75 on a scale of 5, a modest 6% increase over 2009).2 Why are BI maturity levels so low, given the amount of money firms spend on it? Three factors contribute to this rift and can lead to less than successful BI initiatives:



· Implementing BI requires using best practices and building upon lessons learned. Using best



practices and learning from past mistakes make a significantly greater contribution to successful BI implementations than technology and architecture alone, for several reasons. First, end-toend BI architecture and implementations require closely coordinated integration efforts to put together multiple components like data sourcing, integration, modeling, metrics, queries, reports, dashboards, portals, and alerts. Second, it’s tricky for anyone to define future BI requirements, as the business and regulatory climate may change significantly. Last but not least, if you get three people in a room, you’ll typically get five opinions on how best to derive, calculate, and use metrics like customer profitability. As a result, creating successful BI strategies, processes, and applications takes years of experience — and, alas, learning from failed implementations.



· BI technologies and processes have not kept pace with business realities. In the past ten



years, enterprises pretty much solved the problems that plagued typical BI implementations in the 1990s: data and information silos and unstable, poorly scalable BI technologies. But while earlier-generation BI technologies have matured into industrial-strength solutions — functionrich, scalable, and robust — they have largely failed to address one simple, pragmatic business reality: the need for flexibility and agility.3 In the past few years, businesses have begun to realize that their enterprise standard BI approaches, while suited to addressing most current business requirements, are neither flexible nor agile enough to react and adapt to information requirements that seem to change with ever-increasing speed (see Figure 1).



· Centralization has not led to agile, streamlined BI implementations. All of the well-



intentioned and seemingly noble efforts of the past decade to streamline previously siloed BI environments via centralization often had unfortunate negative side effects. Yes, centralization and consolidation save costs, reduce duplication of effort, and are key to achieving the nirvana of “a single version of the truth.” But unfortunately, consolidated BI environments, managed and run by a shared services organization, create additional processes that are too often bureaucratic. Getting anything done requires multiple sign-offs, coordination efforts by multiple stakeholders, and “building permit” approval processes. As a result, centralized BI environments are anything but agile. Indeed, our BI survey data suggests that the number of respondents planning to consolidate their BI environment is decreasing — from 40% in 2009 to 38% in 2010.4 It’s a slight decrease, but a decrease nonetheless.
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Figure 1 Business Intelligence Is Moving From Silos To Centralization To Agility 1990s



2000s



2010s



Silos



Centralization



Agility
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Source: Forrester Research, Inc.



agility Is The key To efficient and effective business processes It’s possible to model, build, and implement business processes that will not require new features or other major enhancements for six to 12 months — sometimes even longer. This is especially true for many stable and well-defined back-office applications, such as budgeting, planning, and accounts payable/accounts receivable. But untamed processes change much more frequently, because some steps in these processes are either partially or completely manual and thus depend on less predictable external factors like human intervention. This is especially true when these processes involve external constituents, such as customers, prospects, partners, and regulators, over whom you have little or no control. Forrester defines untamed business processes as: Business processes that form in the seams and shadows of the enterprise, require a balance of human and system support, and cross department, technology, information, and packaged application silos to meet end-to-end business outcomes.5 Untamed business processes create challenges for standard BI approaches because:



· Untamed processes are often invisible. Quite often, untamed business processes are barely



apparent. Yet they surround us, stay broken, and literally choke the productivity and creativity out of the workforce. Well-known untamed processes include customer onboarding, order administration, loan processing, customer service, and investigations.



· Traditional SDLC doesn’t work well for automating untamed processes. Traditional



software development life cycle (SDLC) best practices are poorly suited to business processes whose requirements change on a monthly, weekly, or sometimes even daily basis. For example, sales and marketing pros need the flexibility to be able to respond immediately to a new competitive threat that unexpectedly springs up at 9 a.m. on a Monday morning. No modern IT organization with limited budgets can support such a rapid fire of unexpected requests for new functionality and new features (see Figure 2).
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· Untamed processes often require new approaches and technologies. Many business process



professionals now seek to tackle these untamed processes by bringing in agile solutions like BPM suites and dynamic case management products.6 Typical packaged solutions do not provide the required amount of flexibility and continuous process improvement needed to deal with untamed processes.



Figure 2 Requirements For Some Business Processes Can Change Daily Industry Business process Example



Why an agile approach is needed



Any B2B Risk management Looking for trends of salespeople violating discount policies



• The process involves complex transactions and multiple exceptions. • The correlation between discounts and individual contract exceptions may be unpredictable and on many different levels of a contract.



CPG



• Salespeople must compete against other companies for retailer shelf space and define the space their company has already secured. • Salespeople may not know until they are in the client’s oﬃce what competing products the client is considering.



Sales



Managing major accounts



Any B2C Sales and marketing



Analysis of competitive • Sales and marketing staﬀ often need to react to new products, pricing, unexpected competitive threats. and promotions • It’s difficult to predict all possible future competitive threats.



Legal



Case support



• Case workers often need to analyze multiple cases with disparate attributes for similarities and patterns. • It’s difficult to predict all possible questions a lawyer might ask when analyzing a case.



Patient trials



• Researching, investigating, and correlating drug treatment withpatient outcomes requires a complex, multidimensional analysis with hundreds of potential cause/effect variables. • It’s difficult to predict unexpected patient outcomes that will require a cause/effect analysis.



Paralegal



Life Drug research sciences



Source: Forrester Research, Inc.
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Agile Business Intelligence Comes to the rescue Something radical needs to happen to make BI implementations more successful so that they can effectively support untamed business processes. And while Forrester will never say that agility will cure all of BI’s current ills, it certainly provides the most important best practices and leverages a key capability of the underlying BI technology to help close the gap that earlier-generation BI processes and technologies create. Don’t misinterpret what we’re recommending here — it’s not just about
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the Agile software development methodology, which is nothing new.7 But Agile development by itself is not enough for BI, so Forrester also recommends adopting multiple best practices and nextgeneration technologies to make BI more flexible. Forrester defines Agile business intelligence as: An approach that combines processes, methodologies, organizational structure, tools, and technologies that enable strategic, tactical, and operational decision-makers to be more flexible and more responsive to the fast pace of changes to business and regulatory requirements. Start Adopting Agile BI Best Practices In 2011 — And Then Keep Going Start by adapting your organizational structures and enterprise culture for agility. No technology or processes can address BI challenges if a company’s organizational structure and enterprise culture are not already on firm, agile ground (see Figure 3). Once the organization is aligned for agility, the next step is to consider and implement agile BI processes (see Figure 4). Four Types Of Next-Generation Technologies Are The Future Of Agile BI While some of these best practices can stand on their own, others require the application of nextgeneration BI technologies. In the past, BI vendors and BI application developers focused on business and operational functionality and architectural robustness. In most cases, these features have become commoditized. BI vendors and developers now need to concentrate on nextgeneration technologies; Forrester categorizes these technologies as “agile” and defines four major subcategories of agility: automated, pervasive, unified, and limitless (see Figure 5). Each of these new technologies stands on its own and is independent of the others, although some Forrester clients have tackled them in the following order:



· Automated. First and foremost, firms need to automate BI processes and steps as fully as



possible to eliminate manual work and free up valuable human resources for analysis and other value-added tasks (see Figure 6).8



· Unified. It’s quite a paradox that, as BI initiatives attempt to bridge data and information silos, BI technology itself is not unified. Today, different BI tools address various BI use cases. Nextgeneration BI brings all of them together in a unified platform (see Figure 7).9



· Pervasive. After automation and unification, companies should address pervasiveness. How?



Make enterprise BI applications available wherever and whenever strategic, tactical, and operational decision-makers need to analyze information, make decisions, and act (see Figure 8).10



· Limitless. Last but not least, earlier-generation BI applications have too many limitations. For



next-generation BI to be able to face the challenges of the modern business world — a world that does not fit into nice, neat models — it must operate on information without any borders or restrictions (see Figure 9).
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Figure 3 Adapt Your Enterprise Organization And Culture To Be Prepared For Agile BI Best practice



Why it is important



Recommendations



Insist on business ownership Business ownership of BI initiatives and governance of BI often translates into more successful BI environments.



Emphasize organizational and cultural change management



• Demonstrate BI ROI to business leaders. • Take Forrester’s BI maturity selfassessment and benchmark against peers and competitors.



Humans innately resist change. Forcing • Foster a culture that makes change decision-makers and knowledge easier: set expectations up front, workers to step outside of their comfort communicate often, collect zones — e.g., using familiar BI feedback, etc. applications like spreadsheets — is • Build and use BI on BI. a big change. • Make BI usage part of individual performance metrics, and even link it to compensation incentives.



Decouple data preparation Data preparation requires more from data usage processes in planning and control than data usage; end-to-end BI cycles the two do not necessarily have to be tightly coupled.



• Create separate, loosely integrated organizational structures: put one in charge of data preparation, another in charge of data usage. • Emphasize IT ownership of data preparation processes rather than business ownership of data usage processes.



Approach and treat frontand back-office BI requirements and users differently



Front- and back-office BI applications have different tolerance levels for risk, latency, planning, and data accuracy.



• Create diﬀerent sets of policies and guidelines for approaching BI projects in the front and back offices. • Create special policies and guidelines for approaching BI projects that span front- and backoffice processes, especially untamed processes.



Establish hub-and-spoke organizational models



Both extremes — organizational/data • Create a set of policies and silos or a totally centralized BI guidelines that dictates which data environment — have multiple negative entities (and their ownership and implications. governance) belong in the centralized (hub) area and which belong in satellite organizations (spokes). • Base these policies on multiple parameters, such as how missioncritical a data entity is or whether multiple units across the enterprise share its use.
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Figure 4 Adopt Process Best Practices For Agile BI Best practice



Why it is important



Recommendations



Use a combination of Neither approach is perfect: • Use a bottom-up approach for all data top-down and bottom-up • A bottom-up or horizontal approach preparation processes: sourcing, approaches to BI design requires building an enterprise data extraction, integration, cleansing, and applications warehouse and then applying it to reconciliation, and modeling. reporting and analytical applications. This • Use a top-down approach for all data is a monster effort that often takes years usage processes: building reports and and has questionable ROI. dashboards that link strategy to goals, • A top-down or vertical approach clearly goals to metrics, and metrics to data. links strategy, goals, and metrics to data but often creates redundant efforts — many of the same data entities need to support various metrics. Use Agile development methodologies



• Leverage Forrester’s Agile Traditional waterfall design and development methodologies are too slow development best practices. and too inflexible for BI. • Support the Agile development methodology with an Agile architecture and technologies.



Enable BI self-service for business users



Even the best planning efforts can’t predict future BI usage patterns.



• Implement self-service BI tools and technologies. • Ensure that at least 80% of all BI requirements can be implemented by business users themselves. Source: Forrester Research, Inc.
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Figure 5 Agile BI Technology Is Automated, Unified, Pervasive, And Limitless
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Figure 6 Next-Gen Technologies That Will Make BI More Automated Next-gen BI technology What it is



Representative vendors



Automated information discovery



A pre-ETL (extract, transform, and load) step: autodiscovering data sources, business content, entity relationships, dependencies, and profiles.



Composite Software Discovery, IBM InfoSphere Discovery, data profiling functionality of most data-quality vendors



Making BI contextual



BI processes where one does not start with a blank screen. If a BI application is embedded in a process, that process can pass context to the BI application and present a business user with a screen that’s already populated with relevant information.



Appian, Fujitsu, Global360, HandySoft, IBM, Lombardi (IBM), Metastorm, Pegasystems, Software AG, Savvion (Progress)



Full BI life-cycle An architecture that allows administering all BI automation components (from data integration to data models to metadata to metrics) from a single unified interface. If a change is needed, it is made in one place.



Alteryx, Balanced Insight, BIReady, Composite Software, Endeca, IBM Cognos AAF (Adaptive Application Framework), JackBe, Kalido, Quiterian, SAP BW, WhereScape



BI on BI



A process of analyzing BI metadata, such as who is using BI applications when, how, and why.



Most BI vendors for BI on their own environment; Appfluent and Teleran for BI on multiple BI environments



Suggestive BI



A combination of metadata, usage analysis, and social Still in the labs tags that can suggest the next best action in a BI process. Similar to “cooperative buying” on eCommerce sites which suggest other products to consider based on your and your peers’ buying patterns.



Automated decision management



An environment to document decisions based on Still in the labs information obtained from BI applications and whether they were right or wrong decisions so that similar actions can be duplicated or avoided in the future.
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Figure 7 Next-Gen Technologies That Will Make BI More Unified Next-gen BI technology Logically unified data sources



Data and content



What it is Representative vendors Logical versus physical integration of data Most BI and information-as-a service (IaaS) sources when a physical data warehouse vendors (DW) is not an option, plus a single semantic layer for BI tools Technology that is agnostic to data types, Attivio, Endeca structured or unstructured (including social media content); an index database management system (i.e., an inverted index DBMS) that embeds data structures



Disk and streaming BI based on a seamlessly integrated combination of batch and disk DBMS (usually historical applications) with inmemory, streaming BI (critical for real-time, ultra-low latency operation)



IBM Cognos, Information Builders, Oracle, TIBCO Spotfire



Historical, current, and predictive



A seamlessly integrated combination of Alteryx, IBM Cognos, Information Builders, historical, current (real time or operational), MicroStrategy, Microsoft, Oracle, Quiterian, and predictive BI applications SAP BusinessObjects, SAS, TIBCO Spotfire



Complex data structures



An alternative DBMS, such as an associative, inverted index, or in-memory index DMBS better suited to support complex data structures; critical for BI because relational and multidimensional (OLAP) DBMSes can’t easily support complex data structures with unbalanced, ragged, sparse hierarchies



Metadata



Integrated ETL, DW, and BI metadata or BI Balanced Insight, BIReady, IBM, IBM Cognos and enterprise resource planning integrated AAF, Information Builders, Kalido, Oracle metadata OBIEE 11g, SAP BusinessObjects, SAS, WhereScape
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Attivio, Endeca, Microsoft PowerPivot, QlikTech, Saffron Technology, SAP BWA and SAP HANA, SiSense, TIBCO Spotfire, Quiterian



Source: Forrester Research, Inc.
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Figure 8 Next-Gen Technologies That Will Make BI More Pervasive Next-gen BI technology What it is



Representative vendors



BI within processes



BI processes where one does not start with a Appian, Fujitsu, Global360, HandySoft, IBM, blank screen; if a BI application is embedded in Lombardi (IBM), Metastorm, Pegasystems, a process, that process can pass context to the Software AG, Savvion (Progress) BI application and present a business user with a screen that’s already populated with relevant information



BI within an information workplace (IW)



BI architecture that is seamlessly integrated with IW components such as portals, search, spreadsheets, word processors, email, and social media applications



Self-service



BI tools and technologies that enable business Most BI vendors users to fulfill 80% or more of BI requirements themselves



Mobile



Delivering BI applications on mobile devices so that decisions can be made when and where business situations call for them



Most BI vendors



Offline/ disconnected



Thick client BI applications that are automatically installed and updated; the local data cache is automatically synchronized when online



Information Builders, Oracle, SAP BusinessObjects, TIBCO Spotfire, QlikTech



On-demand/ SaaS



Mobile and SaaS BI applications that help Most BI vendors ensure that information is accessible anywhere a decision-maker is, not just when he’s “in the office”
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All BI vendors for integration with portals, spreadsheets, and search. Microsoft where SharePoint and Excel are innate parts of the BI platform. IBM Cognos with tight integration with Lotus Connections. SAP BusinessObjects (via products from APOS) and Panorama Software for email integration



Source: Forrester Research, Inc.
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Figure 9 Next-Gen Technologies That Will Make BI Less Limited Next-gen BI technology



What it is



Representative vendors



Adaptive data BI architecture where data model, data and a report models are one and the same, so that changing the model is often as easy as changing a report



Attivio, Endeca, Microsoft PowerPivot, Saffron Technology, SiSense, TIBCO Spotfire, QlikTech, Quiterian



Unlimited Advanced data visualization; traditional OLAP dimensionality applications, including pivot tables, cannot effectively analyze more than several dimensions at a time, so to analyze more than that, multiple linked panels, each representing a different dimension, are typically required



Most BI vendors



Exploration and analysis



Most BI vendors via integration with search engines. Attivio, Endeca, and SAP Explorer for faceted navigation.



Technology that combines searching for information with reporting and analysis; technologies that use faceted navigation instead of traditional OLAP data manipulations



Source: Forrester Research, Inc.
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Re c o mme n d ati o n s



NEXT-GEN BI IS HERE TODAY — EMBRACE IT Many of the BI-related inquires we receive are from organizations seeking to understand the best practices involved in consolidating and centralizing BI environments to achieve ultimate efficiency and effectiveness. While these are all important enterprise BI endeavors, consolidation and centralization are no panacea. Too many enterprises have already fought these battles — and lost. Instead:



· Broaden your perspective and vision to allow a new way of thinking. Place BI agility and flexibility on an equal footing with risk management and the quest for a single version of the truth. Neither is right and neither is wrong on its own; there needs to be a balance of the two.



· Don’t fight people from the business who want to wrest control of BI away from you. Rather, support them by delivering integrated, clean, and secure data for their BI applications. It’s a win-win.



· Look for experience with next-gen and agile BI when selecting a systems integrator. But be wary: Consultants love old-fashioned BI because it usually lets them cement themselves solidly within your organization and count the profits their seemingly unending billable hours generate. Choose a services firm that not only has next-gen and agile BI experience and expertise but is also ready, willing, and able to transfer that expertise to you — and then leave.11
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W H AT I T M E A N S



By 2020, BI Will Be So Different As To Be Unrecognizable All of the unavoidable and pervasive BI challenges that have been with us since the early 1980s — such as data governance, data quality, the proliferation of siloed environments, and homegrown BI applications — will persist for the foreseeable future. But the way we implement BI will change dramatically. The drive to implement the technologies and processes that support agile BI, including business user self-service, will trump other BI efforts like consolidation and centralization. New technologies will continue to empower business users, and the role of IT in BI will shrink to one largely involving data preparation.



Supplemental MATERIAL Companies Interviewed For This Document Actuate



Microsoft



Appfluent Technology



MicroStrategy



Attivio



MindTree



Balanced Insight



Ness Technologies
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Oracle
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Endnotes 1 



Source: Holger Kisker, “The Global Software Market In Transformation: Findings From the Forrsights Software Survey, Q4 2010,” Holger Kisker’s Forrester Blog For Vendor Strategy Professionals, December 20, 2010 (http://blogs.forrester.com/holger_kisker/10-12-20-the_global_software_market_in_transformation_ findings_from_the_forrsights_software_survey_q4_2010).



2 



Source: Forrester’s Q4 2010 Global BI Maturity Online Survey. See the December 23, 2010, “BI Maturity In The Enterprise: 2010 Update” report.



3 



Complexity represents one of the toughest challenges facing traditional business intelligence (BI) applications. Multiple components must be considered and there typically isn’t such a “quick change” option for a BI application To address this challenge, Forrester sees an emergence of a new generation of metadatagenerated BI applications that BI professionals should consider. See the April 22, 2010, “Agile BI Out Of The Box” report.



4 



Source: Forrester’s Q4 2009 Global BI Maturity Online Survey and Forrester’s Q4 2010 Global BI Maturity Online Survey.



5 



Enterprises need many other processes to meet their goals, and often, some of the processes not tackled through packaged apps get approached in tactically haphazard ways. Over time, these processes become laden and bloated with non-value added activity. In short — they become untamed. See the August 21, 2009, “Untamed Business Processes: When Even The Best Of Intentions Go Awry” report.



6 



Interest in case management has climbed higher and higher throughout 2009. Drivers include: 1) an increased need to manage the costs and risks of servicing customer requests — like loans, claims, and benefits; 2) a greater emphasis on automating and tracking inconsistent “incidents” that do not follow a well-defined process; 3) new pressure on government agencies to respond to a higher number of citizen requests; 4) new demands that regulators, auditors, and litigants place on businesses to respond to external regulations; and 5) the increased use of collaboration and social media to support unstructured business processes. Forrester defines case management as: A highly structured, but also collaborative, dynamic, and information-intensive process that is driven by outside events and requires incremental and progressive responses from the business domain handling the case. Examples of case folders include a patient record, a lawsuit, an insurance claim, or a contract, and the case folder would include all the documents, data, collaboration artifacts, policies, rules, analytics, and other information needed to process and manage the case. See the December 28, 2009, “Dynamic Case Management — An Old Idea Catches New Fire” report.



7 



Agile adoption continues to grow, but organizations will not be able to harness the benefits of business agility without adding additional approaches to Agile. Forrester has observed three additions to Agile that breakthrough organizations are exploiting to become more agile: 1) Lean Thinking extends Agile to the complete value chain, connecting Agile into a broader process improvement initiative; 2) continuous delivery removes the barriers between development and operations to reduce cost and speed the process of releasing software; and 3) ALM 2.0+, a change to traditional application life-cycle management (ALM) terms of breadth and depth, establishes tools infrastructure to provide transparency and flexibility in supporting collaborative, distributed development. By adding these approaches to Agile, application delivery leaders can expand the focus of their leadership to more holistic improvement of software delivery. See the March 25, 2011, “It’s Time To Take Agile To The Next Level” report.
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The data integration layer of the BI “stack,” where most practitioners agree that some commoditization may be occurring, is experiencing a wave of innovation from a set of emerging vendors that provide automated data discovery or data discovery accelerators. Watch this important trend, as data discovery and integration are usually the most complex and resource-intensive parts of a typical BI initiative — and where many BI initiatives fail. See the June 21, 2007, “Continued Innovation In Business Intelligence: Data Discovery Accelerators” report.



8 



9 



Forrester evaluated information-as-a-service (IaaS) — also known as data service — vendors against 123 criteria to find those with the strongest data services features and capabilities. See the February 10, 2010, “The Forrester Wave™: Information-As-A-Service, Q1 2010” report.



10 



In Forrester’s book Empowered, Forrester Research analysts describe ways that new technologies can empower businesspeople and make them true HEROes through individual contributions to their respective company’s top and bottom lines. The book also points out how business intelligence (BI) is a key technology for HEROes, not only helping them to make sense of the mountains of data that they have to deal with, but actually allowing them to make better and faster decisions. See the October 26, 2010, “Empower BI HEROes With Self-Service Tools” report.



11 



Forrester sees strong interest from technology buyers in business intelligence (BI), including the significant expansion of existing BI initiatives as well as new projects. See the July 21, 2010, “BI Service Provider ShortListing Tool” report and see the January 24, 2010, “Buyers Of BI Services Navigate A Crowded Landscape” report.
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